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Thread: Samples !!!
ocd - September 5, 2019, 1:41 am

Handy site for buying samples.
https://www.aromafero.co.uk/shop/perfumes-with-pheromones/pheromone-testers/
Prices are expensive but you get to try 3-4 mones for the price of 1 !!!
monequest74 - September 9, 2019, 10:22 pm

(09-04-2019 8:41 PM)ocd Wrote: &nbsp;Prices are expensive but you get to try 3-4 mones for the
price of 1 !!!
Actually the prices seem pretty reasonable. The Swoon 6.1 ml tester is only a few bucks more
than the price for the 30ml divided proportionately
(&#36;68 / 30ml) * 6.1ml = &#36;13.80 for 6.1ml
tester price
= &#36;16.30 for 6.1ml
I'd say that's a good deal.
monequest74 - September 10, 2019, 12:19 am

Does anyone know if they'll send unscented samples? There's no place to specify the scent, so I
assume you get the default scent?
ocd - September 10, 2019, 12:25 am

(09-09-2019 5:22 PM)monequest74 Wrote: &nbsp;Actually the prices seem pretty reasonable. The
Swoon 6.1 ml tester is only a few bucks more than the price for the 30ml divided proportionately
(&#36;68 / 30ml) * 6.1ml = &#36;13.80 for 6.1ml
tester price
= &#36;16.30 for 6.1ml
I'd say that's a good deal.
Prices are in Â£ not &#36; !!!
monequest74 - September 10, 2019, 3:39 am

(09-09-2019 7:25 PM)ocd Wrote: &nbsp;Prices are in Â£ not &#36; !!! You can set &#36; at the top
of the page. Ratios would still hold true an any currency
Phaethon - September 17, 2019, 6:34 pm

(09-09-2019 7:19 PM)monequest74 Wrote: &nbsp;Does anyone know if they'll send unscented
samples? There's no place to specify the scent, so I assume you get the default scent?
LAL Pheromones do come scented (original product scent) since every LAL blend has its own
unique scent. As far as you don't choose a different scent which you can only get as custom order
when you order directly from Gary.
For the other blends like PheromoneXS, Alpha Dreams, etc. click on the tab 'Additional Information'
for detailed information if they come scented or unscented. Most of them come unscented.

If you are not sure just email Paulius, he's pretty quick in answering your questions.
BTW I disagree with OCD as I don't find the prices expensive taking into consideration Paulius has
to buy sample bottles and taking the time to fill them
All in all Paulius offers an excellent service.
Just my 2 cent
monequest74 - September 17, 2019, 7:30 pm

(09-17-2019 1:34 PM)Phaethon Wrote: &nbsp;LAL Pheromones do come scented (original product
scent) since every LAL blend has its own unique scent. As far as you don't choose a different scent
which you can only get as custom order when you order directly from Gary.
For the other blends like PheromoneXS, Alpha Dreams, etc. click on the tab 'Additional Information'
for detailed information if they come scented or unscented. Most of them come unscented.
If you are not sure just email Paulius, he's pretty quick in answering your questions.
BTW I disagree with OCD as I don't find the prices expensive taking into consideration Paulius has
to buy sample bottles and taking the time to fill them
All in all Paulius offers an excellent service.
Just my 2 cent
placed an order, all good. Thanks
Aroma Fero - September 17, 2019, 7:55 pm

Hi, Guys,
Oh sorry I have not noticed that someone asked about samples. It is better to write me an email, or
write PM, if you need fats answer But I can see everything was answered here.
So thanks for help
If you will need more details about samles, just simply reply here.

